
Term 4, Week 1 2019 

Dear Parents/Caregivers - Greetings, Kia Ora, Talofa 

Welcome back to term 4 – I hope you all enjoyed the two week break.  

We have a busy term planned and we look forward to the students getting outdoors with the better weather. 

 

This Thursday 17 October we will be participating in the NZ Shakeout at 1:30pm. This is during our lunchtime 

and it will be a good practice at a break time – the Christchurch earthquake happened during the lunch 

break. We will be holding another drill later in the term during class time 

It would be good if you could talk to your students about this event and discuss Drop, Cover and hold with 

them. I am including information from the NZ Shake Out Website. 

 

 

Why Drop, Cover and Hold? 

Drop, Cover and Hold is the right action to take in an earthquake. 

It stops you being knocked over, makes you a smaller target for falling and flying objects and protects your head, 
neck and vital organs. 

DROP down on your hands and knees. This protects you from falling but lets you move if you need to. 

COVER your head and neck (or your entire body if possible) under a sturdy table or desk (if it is within a few 
steps of you). If there is no shelter nearby cover your head and neck with your arms and hands. 

HOLD on to your shelter (or your position to protect your head and neck) until the shaking stops. If the shaking 
shifts your shelter around, move with it. 
 

Reminder 
School will be closed on Friday 25 October for a Teacher Only Day and Monday 

28 October for Labour Day. 
 

I would like to welcome our new children and their whānau to Wainuiomata Primary School: 

Aroha, Abby and Blake 

 

 



 

Sun Safe: 

 
The wearing of sunhats outside when at school is compulsory during Terms 1 and 4. All children and staff 

are required to wear a sun hat when playing and / or working outside. We strongly advise that children 

wear wide brimmed sunhats as per Cancer Society guidelines (see later in the newsletter) 

We also encourage children to take responsibility for protecting themselves in the sun by wearing 

appropriate clothing that covers the parts of the body that may get burnt and by using sun screen. 

School sunhats are available from the school office for $7.50 (Size Small only)  

 

School Assemblies 
We hold a whole school assembly every fortnight at 11:30am in the hall. Parents are very welcome to come 

to the assembly. At each assembly selected children are presented with an Achievement Certificate which 

acknowledges good class learning or a C.A.R.E. certificate for demonstrating one of our C.A.R.E. value (see 

later in the newsletter). Our next assembly is Friday 18th December.  
 

Congratulations to the following children who were presented with certificates the last Friday of term 3. 
 

  Achievement  C.A.R.E. Certificate 

Room 1   Cordelia, Abbie Marcus    

Room 8  Kovu   Tyrell   

Room 9      Alina   

Room 10  Ruby   Charlie    

Room 13  Brandon  Hendrix   

Room 14 Ella-Anne  Michaela  

Room 15  Emerson  Cheyse    

Room 16  Rainn   Malico  
 

Children who are spotted demonstrating our C.A.R.E. values at playtimes and lunchtimes are given a ‘C.A.R.E. 

coupon’. These coupons are put into our letterbox outside the staffroom and at each assembly six names 

are drawn out. We then ‘Spin the wheel’ to find out who will get to choose a prize pack. The other students 

receive a Juicie 

Congratulations to these students who won C.A.R.E. coupon Juicies: Jason, Riley, Akeelah, Mason and 

Connor. 

 

Special congratulations to Ashley who won the special C.A.R.E. prize pack. 

 
Happy Birthday 

Best wishes to these students whose birthday was last week or is this week: Caleb, Jade, 
Isaac, Isabelle, Maddie, Faith and Laurell.  

 

 
 

Reporting at the Office 

Please sign in at the office if you are visiting the school. It is also a good idea to ‘check in’ at 

the office if you want to make an appointment with a staff member. 

Thank you for your help with this.  
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Student Agency 

A few weeks back I talked about the skills of an Independent, Self-Managing Active Learner (see below) 

that teachers have been teaching their classes. 

 
Acknowledgement Bek Galloway 

 
I explained that while there are nine skills, teachers have been working with Bek Gallwoay on the medal 
system she has created to develop student agency at our school.  
 

 
Acknowledgment Bek Galloway 

 
Learners at the copper level are dependent on their teacher, while students at the gold level are taking 
responsibility for their learning and organising their daily timetable. The level of agency a student has is not 
dependent on their year level or academic ability.  
 
This week I am including information on the next learner agent skill ‘use learner goals’. 

Use Learner Goals 
Copper Learner 

 

Bronze Learner 

 

Silver Learner 

 

Gold Learner 

 
 work with the 

teacher to know my 
goals 

 know where to find 
the goals that I have 
set 

 work with the 
teacher to choose 
some goals 

 know some of my 
goals and where to 
find any others 

 identify some of my 
own relevant 
learning goals 

 talk about my goals 
without needing to 
look them up 

 identify my priority 
learning goals from 
evidence in my 
learning and 
assessments 

 explain in my own 
words what my 
goals are and why 

 

 

 



 

Cancer Society Sunhat Guidelines 

The Cancer Society of New Zealand (CSNZ) recommends all students and staff wear hats that provide good 

shade to the face, back of the neck and ears when outdoors. 

Common sites of skin damage and skin cancer are the neck, ears, temples, lips, face and nose. These areas 

are constantly exposed to the elements are therefore, generally receive more UVR than other parts of the 

body. 

Ultraviolet radiation (UVR) from the sun can cause damage to the eyes and the sensitive skin around them. 

Wearing a broad-brimmed hat can reduce the amount of UVR reaching the eyes by around 

50%. 

Wearing a hat is one of four SunSmart behaviours recommended by the Cancer Society to protect these 

areas. Between 10am and 4pm from September to April, hats should always be used combination with 

other forms of sun protection practices such as: 

 Seeking shade where possible. 

 Timetabling outdoor activities outside the times when ultraviolet radiation (UVR) levels are most intense 

(between 10am and 4pm during daylight saving months) wherever possible. 

 Wearing protective clothing – lightweight shirts with collars and long sleeves, long pants or skirts. 

 Applying SPF 30+ broad spectrum sunscreen and regularly reapplying if required (every two hours). For 

water based activities, sunscreen should be water-resistant. 

Which type of hat?  

Broad brimmed hats should have a brim at least 7.5cm wide. A 

broad brimmed hat that provides good shade can considerably 

reduce UVR exposure to the face. 

  

 

Bucket or surfie style hats must have a deep crown and sit low on 

the head. The angled brim should be at least 6 cm to provide the 

face, neck and ears with plenty of protection from the sun. Please 

note that brims need to be measured from the rim on the inside of 

the hat. 

  

Legionnaire style hats should have a flap that covers the neck and 

meets the sides of the front peak to provide protection to the side 

of the face. 

Baseball caps and sun visors are NOT recommended as they leave 

the ears and back of the neck exposed.  

 Purchasing hats 

 Appropriate hats can be purchased through a number of outlets but please check that they meet these 

guidelines. 
 

 



Important Dates 

 Thursday 17th October – NZ Shakeout Day  

 Friday 25th October – Teacher Only Day – School Closed 

 Monday 28th October – Labour Day – School Closed  

 

Hei konei ra - Kind regards 

 

Allison Burdon 

 

 

 


